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Switch your racket to higher performance!A player often feels that his strokes are not at the right
speed, spin or accuracy. The Best String book helps players, parents, and coaches work
through practical steps to improve the game by better adjusting the string of a tennis racket. This
book will help you to increase the performance of your racket almost instantly through simple
procedures and an understanding of the theory of production and historical development of
tennis racket strings. With the new settings, the tennis racket can:- Improve spin- Increase
power- Improve control- Influence the movement of the strings- Improve comfort- Increase
resistance to abrasion- Reduce injuries- Positively affect self-confidence and reduce some
negative phenomenacausing stress in players

About the AuthorMark Allen Durivage has worked as a practitioner, educator, and consultant. He
received an A.A.S in Computer Aided Machining from Owens Community College, a B.A.S in
Computer Aided Machining from Siena Heights University and a M.S. in Quality Management
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Durivage is an active member of the ASQ Toledo Section, the ASQ Reliability Division, and the
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activ player or a parent, a fan, a sponsor, a mentor of a young or junior tennis player, you want to
know how to ensure the ball flies exactly as the player needs it. The main part is always played
by the player and his tennis skills. However, there is one big but: sports equipment does have a
major effect. Tennis is not different. Choosing a tennis racket and its stringing are the basic and
most important decisions a player can make and can have a great impact on tennis skills
development and the game. Choosing a tennis racket is what usually gets the attention, but
often it’s forgotten that the correct choice of tennis stringing and its setting often can have
greater impact on the game and health of player than the tennis racket itself.When I first started
stringing tennis rackets, more parents and players gradually started asking me about what
stringing would be the most suitable for the specific player. I began looking for options on how to
provide help to people who were looking for the right stringing to set up their tennis rackets or



their children’s rackets. I have also often encountered the parents of young children, not having
enough information on how a string in a tennis racket works and how it can affect the
development of their little tennis player. First I created a small information leaflet. Questions from
parents and players, or inquiries from coaches regarding the care of the tennis racket and the
impact of the string on the game increased. I gradually gathered information and answers to
various questions about tennis racket strings they were so many that one leaflet, no matter how
big would not suffice. The idea was to put the practical experience and general information
together. Gradually, this practical little book has been created to accompany the parent on the
journey of understanding from the historical origin of the tennis racket string to the string
selection and adjustment system of today. In the book you will find information that is based on
professional theoretical foundations, but is then linked to my practical experience as a stringer,
the experience of coaches, parents, as well as sports psychologists and doctors. Using this
practical information and guidance, the book can help parents, stringers, and coaches to better
adjust the tennis racket string in order to make the game more effective for the player’s style of
play, his tennis racket performance and health. Setup sometimes takes a couple of weeks, but
using the simple testing method outlined in this book, the process can be shortened to take only
a few days or hours.Yet, it’s necessary to consider that every player and every tennis racket is
different. Setting up correct stringing is a kind of alchemy. With these simple methods you can
overcome the secrets of this tennis alchemy and string the racket to match each individual
player in a way to make the tennis stringing help the players.The History of the Tennis Racket
and StringingTo understand stringing, you need to learn the history and development of tennis
as well as the origin and development of a tennis racket. From the historic point of view, highly
placed aristocrats of the royal court solely played this game, and it was played with bare hands.
Later, leather gloves came into use to protect the hand. After some time, wooden bats were
introduced, which still lacked stringing and rather resembled huge cooking spoons. The
interesting part of the history is that a servant had to make the first serve the ball, since the very
word “service” indicates something below the aristocrat’s standards. Only later, tennis rackets
appeared and looked like those used today. Due to this development, it’s clear the racket is a
“extended arm” of the player. Stringing depends on the type of string and its tension, which is the
heart of the tennis racket. Stringing boosts the racket’s final qualities and abilities to control the
shot in the individual player’s gaming style.The Tennis RacketPeople often ask me how to pick
the proper tennis racket and how to take care of it. Since the tennis racket works as the extended
arm of the player, the tennis racket qualities are individual and different for each specific player.
Whether the tennis racket will be the best choice is determined by properties of these three
basic parts:1. The handle frame/grip2. The throat/grommet3. The head with a net of stringsA
combination of the properties of these three parts can make the tennis racket an original piece of
sports equipment fine tuned for every player, including the smallest children. So, don’t choose a
tennis racket based on the seller’s nice personality. The ideal situation would be to test the
racket for several hours and compare two to three kinds of rackets and to test thetennis racket



with several kinds of stringing. The setting of stringing itself can make each racket an original
sports tool. The most common mistake occurs, especially with children, when parents and other
interested parties don’t pay attention to the data on the tennis racket. This data recommends an
ideal tension range, for the racket type. I often experience this situation: Coach tells the player to
have me string the racket with tension, e.g. 22/21kg (49/46 lb), while the racket’s
recommendation sets the stretch to 23-27kg (51-60 lb). If we consider that the stretch will loosen
with time, it’s expected the racket’s performance will be substandard and poor. Another kind of
situation occurs when the racket recommendation about stretch is 21-24kg (46-53 lb), and the
player wants the stringing made with the stretch 26/25kg (58/55 lb). In this case, the racket can
break during the game.
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